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Karen Freitas, Woodturning Artist, Saturday, February 10, 2018

Karen’s Bio: I had been employed by the San Diego Sheriff’s Department as a Deputy Sheriff from 1984 until 
1988 when I got married to my husband and biggest supporter Maury. When we decided to have children, I 
quite working full time and was lucky enough to stay home with my two children.

I began my journey in to the woodworking world in the mid 1990’s as a student at Palomar College. I took 
many classes making furniture such as cabinets for both the kitchen and items for the house. At the time, I was 
staying home with my two beautiful children. While they were going to school, I had time to enjoy some time in 
the shop and build things. 

In 1999, I decided to go back to work for the Sheriff’s Department and knew I wouldn’t have time for lengthy furniture pro-
jects. I had always wanted to try turning wood so I took a two weekend class at Palomar with my mentor Nan Bushley. I was 
hooked!

I have been on the board and a member of the San Diego Woodturners for many years and I assist with scheduling the profes-
sional turners we bring in to demonstrate for our club. I’ve assisted and have learned from some of the best instructors in the 
world of turning. I had the late Alan Batty stay with my family on several occasions and he was the one who got me started 
on twisting. Having such a close friend show me the “ropes” has helped me understand some of the other many ways to lay 
out and cut a twist. 

I still enjoy some furniture making but my passion is turning. I sell my work at the Art in Wood gallery in Spanish Village in 
Balboa Park and at craft shows throughout California. 

Karen’s wood turning art is quite exceptional.  She creates pieces that are natural edge, are combined with color and many 
are embellished with carvings.  Her artistry covers a large spectrum of shapes and textures.  If you get a chance, please 
check out her website, www.karenfreitas.com to see some of the many items she has created.  

During her presentation on February 10, 2018, she will be demonstrating a Three Start Twist 
shown on the left below and a Two Start Twist shown below on the right.  Both pieces combine 
turning and carving.   Each demo will take about 1-½ hours; so one piece will be demonstrated 
in the morning and one in the afternoon. 

Karen will be demonstrating vessels and hollow forms at The American Association of 
Woodturners at their 32nd Annual International Symposium in Portland, Oregon June 14-17, 
2018.   She is very active in her local woodturning chapter in San Diego County and has attend-
ed many AAW symposiums over the years.

Help us welcome Karen to BAWA on February 10; it should be a good time for all.

See Karen Freitas’ Demo Outline on Pages 10-11
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The Bay Area Woodturners Association is a local chapter 
of the American Association of Woodturners.  Our pur-
pose is to provide a meeting place for local turners to 
share ideas and techniques and to educate the general 
public regarding the art of turning.  The Association 
usually meets the second Saturday of each month. The 
Association periodically sponsors exhibitions and demon-
strations by local and internationally known turners.
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Club Meetings

Meetings are the 2nd Saturday of each month unless otherwise noted.  

8:30  doors open for setup, use store and library, swap ideas, view 
displays

9:00—12:30 meeting and demo

Meetings will be held at the PHEC Woodturning Center,  1 Santa Barbara 
Road, Pleasant Hill, CA.   

See bayareawoodturners.org/ for directions and club information.

BAWA Officers Meeting -
Officer meetings are open to all members. Contact John Cobb at: 
president@bayareawoodturners.org if you would like to be on the agenda.

2018 Event Schedule

Feb 10th Karen Freitas 8:30-4:00
Open & Closed Twists

Mar 11th
(Sunday) Rudy Lopez 8:30-4:00

Apr 14th John Jordan 8:30-4:00

May 10th Utah Woodturning Symposium-
Provo, Utah

May 19th (Note change to 3rd Saturday)
8:30-12:30

June 9th Mike Budesilich & Jay Holland
8:30-12:30

June 14-17 AAW Woodturning Symposium
Portland, Oregon
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Jim Rodgers Presentation January 13, 2018, “The right way to use your tools”

The meeting with Jim Rodgers on January 13, 2018 was well attended; if you 
were there we hope that you picked up a hint or two to help improve your turn-
ing in 2018.  Jim opened up the presentation loading a square piece of mahoga-
ny onto the One Way lathe, then began showing ways to round the square board 
using a roughing gouge, bowl gouge and showed that even a block plane would 
work well if you were careful.  

Jim showed easy ways to turn beads and coves using existing tools and in one case us-
ing an old deep fluted 3/8-inch gouge that was repurposed by grinding down the tip 
and turning it into a beading tool.  He also showed a skew and a dental scraper with 
handle that are used to turn small beads in tight places.

As Jim’s presentation worked its way through different tools showing the cor-
rect way to use them he put a bowl blank on the lathe to demonstrate ways to 
finish the inside bottom the bowl.  Jim started with a bowl gouge, brought out 
a large flat round tip scraper to show a way to smooth a bowl easily.  Then he 
showed a small flat scraper made from thin metal that was rounded at the 
edges; it had no handle but fit the curve of the bowl leaving a seamless, 
smooth surface that required little or no sanding.

We were able to get Jim’s presentation recorded.  As soon as all the pic-
tures are pulled together it will be available on line for the club mem-
bers to see.   Jim’s sense of tool usage is amazing.  His ability to visual-
ize and repurpose an old tool will help all of us extent the lives of our 
old tools.  There were many close-ups of the tool usage that we will try 
and add to the film.  We hope it shows enough to jog your memories 
about Jim’s presentation.

Jim’s knowledge of tool making and using tools correctly increases the ways we turn and use our tools.   Jim is 
one of those treasures that most clubs across the country do not have.   I look forward to Jim’s talk next Janu-
ary.

CRAFT SUPPLIES 10% DISCOUNT ORDER

The 10% discount applies to any published price (including sale items, close-outs, etc.) on almost all items. Craft Supplies has a new 
catalog that includes new items with a different item numbering system. There have been some price increases as well so don’t use old 
catalogs. If you don’t have the latest catalog please look on-line to pick your loot and check prices and item numbers.

Orders are placed by filling out an electronic order form which is available on the BAWA website.
E-mail the form to Dean Adkins (adkd@chevron.com) with all the requested information:

Member name, phone number and e-mail address
Catalog item number
Catalog page number
Item description
Quantity ordered
List / sale price (before 10% discount)

You can call Dean (925-998-4111) to place an order, but must follow up with an e-mail to confirm all the required information.
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Sunday, March 11, 2018 with Rudy Lopez

On Sunday, March 11, 2018, nationally known professional Rudy Lopez will take to the BAWA 
demonstration stage.  Rudy is a very accomplished turner and educator, teaching at Arrowmont 
and John C Campbell schools as well as presenting at AAW symposia.  He will be demonstrating 
two signature projects, a Thin Stem Natural Edge Goblet made from a limb and a Natural Edge 
winged Bowl also turned from a log.  Both will be turned during the morning session.  

In response to club members’ requests for more sawdust sessions and waning attendance during 
afternoon presentations, the Board of Directors is trying something new.  We have decided to make the after 
lunch schedule hands on class limited to 12 club members.

Starting at 1:00, after the all the lathes are put back in place, Rudy will teach a class for 12 members (novice to 
advanced) where they will turn the long stem branch goblet that was demonstrated in the morning session. The 
class will run from 1-4 pm and cost $50 to cover expenses.

Registration for the afternoon sawdust session will open at the February 10th meeting and possibly online regis-
tration the next day if space is still available.

Rudy began his relationship with wood over 37 years ago. With an education in drafting and design, the transi-
tion into woodturning has been a seamless flow into another creative endeavor. Learn more about Rudy 
Lopez on his website.

His ability to explain woodturning techniques in a simple, understandable manner has allowed him to share his 
skills and enthusiasm for woodturning. He has taught at the John C. Campbell Folk School and Arrowmont 
School of Arts and Crafts. He demonstrated at the 2013 NC Woodturning Symposium and he was very instru-
mental in the organization and production of the AAW Symposium in 2013 in Tampa, Florida. Rudy was also 
designated as an Emerging Artist at the 2012 AAW Symposium in San Jose, CA.

Below are descriptions of the two items he will be demonstrating which include the goblet that will be made in 
the sawdust session.

Continued on next page
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Rudy Lopez

Rockler Helps BAWA Members

BAWA members receive a 10% discount when pur-
chasing directly at the Concord Rockler Store at:

http://www.rockler.com/retail/stores/ca/concord-store.

Mention your BAWA membership when checking 
out, to receive your discount. Rockler also donates 
part of the proceeds back to the club which help sup-
port our Holiday Party raffle. 

BAWA Classified Ads

We want members and others with items to sell 
or trade, services to render or if you’re just look-
ing to find a specific item from fellow BAWA 
members. Please send ads to Louie Silva at:
newslettereditor@bayareawoodturners.org

You can’t beat the price...FREE!!

Membership News
By Hugh Bevan-Thomas

Membership Update

For those of you who were not at the January meeting, 
the membership has now become so large that we have 
had to get a third board for the name-tags.
The boards are now located to your immediate right on 
entering the meeting room. Please try to keep the name-
tags in columns under your appropriate letter.
Where there many names with the same letter there will 
be two columns.
If the letter of your name does not appear then you are in 
the group that has very few names, so you will be listed 
on the the far right column which is an" exclamation 
mark."

We have crossed the 100 member renewal mark. Remem-
ber that February is the last month before your name tag 
gets removed from the board. If you have not renewed I 
encourage you to do so ASAP.
Renewing online is very easy and painless.

Last month, we had a new member who did not have ei-
ther cash or a check book with him. So he promptly got 
online and proceeded to join the club and pays dues 
through PayPal during the break in the meeting.
That is a first. 
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Tips and Technique

1. Storage can be a problem so I am going to 
suggest some ways to help organize and tidy 
your shop. For pieces of wood that you 
might use for spindles you can use rug 
tubes, which you can often get for free, or PVC pipe.  
It can be cut to various lengths and attached either 
with screws drilled through the material or with 
strapping tape.  I have several tubes suspended 
from the joists and I store spindles, large dowels 
and in one I have tubing, brass, aluminum and 
steels rods, threaded rods, etc.

2. If you can’t attach to your joists you can screw them 
to a wall and rest them on the floor and store your 
things vertically.

3. Shelves work, but you have to be careful to not 
overload them.  You can buy lumber racks or you 
can make them from steel shelving strips with 
moveable arms, make them for 2x4s and mount 
them to the wall or use wire shelving that is used 
in closets.  If using wire shelving reinforce them to 
make them more rigid and less able to pull from the 
wall.

4. For small wood you can use shelves, plastic bins or 
small buckets to store them.  I keep pen blanks in 
clear containers that can be stacked to improve or-
ganization.  I also use clear containers for all of 
those small pieces that I just might use someday.

5. Above my lathe I have a shelf for chucks, mallets 
and mounts for lamps.  Attached to the shelf I have 
a magnetic strip that holds spanner wrenches, a 
metal ruler, steb centers, etc.

6. Sand paper works best if you keep it near your 
lathe in an organized manner.  Pre-cutting strips 
and keeping them in either plastic bags or clothes 
pins that are labeled with the grit helps to reduce 
time and energy and keeps it close for easy access.  
Clothespins can be attached to a board or you can 
have a board with hooks to hang the bags.

7. If you attach a rare earth magnet near your grinder 
it will collect the metal bits and keep it from get-
ting on your tools, your hands and easier to clean 
up.

8. An organized shop is easier to work in, reduces 
time spent looking for things and is safer.

9. Get organized, clean up when you are done turning 
and reduce your risk of injury.

Since I often hear during the meetings people 
speaking about sharpening I am reviewing the 
book “Woodworker’s Guide to Sharpening” by 
John English.
The book is divided into 12 chapters with each 

highlighting an aspect of sharpening.  There is a safety 
overview, which I think is very good.  There are chap-
ters devoted to the various types of steel, bench stones, 
water stones, ceramic sharpeners, diamond sharpen-
ers, sand- paper, jigs, machines and methods.  

There is a chapter that talks about setting up a 
sharpening station and then it shows you the stations 
of many wood workers and turners.  

It is a very comprehensive book and is useful in 
learning how to sharpen ALL of your metal tools, not 
just turning tools.

I recommend it to anyone who feels that they 
would like to learn more about the processes and want 
to have the sharpest tools.  A sharp tool works better, 
for any task, and is safer.

by Cindy Navarro

Book Reviews
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President’s Chatter
February 2018

Each semester at the woodturning school, almost without fail, a student brings in a 
cracked piece of wood and asks how/what to turn. I look at the cracks and inclusions and 
yes, it could make a beautiful finished piece, but it also could put the student in the hos-
pital. I always err on the side of caution, there is no piece of wood that warrants taking 
even modest risk of injury. One of the differences between a novice and expert 
woodturner is the knowledge of how to avoid unnecessary risks. We all have found a 
beautiful piece of cracked wood that would make a stunning hollow form or bowl. An ex-

perienced turner would evaluate the risk and determine if it could break apart when turning. If that is a 
possibility it goes directly into the green bin and you turn something else. There is always more wood.

Even while taking appropriate precautions, there is always risk and that is why we wear eyeglasses and 
face shields. Recently I was turning a beautiful walnut root burl with fantastic figure. There was a crack 
along one side but not the other which was an acceptable risk. I have successfully turned many hollow 
forms with cracks and this seemed to fit a safe profile. I turned the outside without a problem and was 
90% done hollowing when there was a very loud “BANG”. The vessel had split and pieces where flung 
with force around the shop with two good sized chunks smashing into my rollup door. I have yet to locate 
the third, it could have made it outside. 

I reassembled the found pieces with the remaining tenon to find out why it had exploded. It indeed split 
along the known crack but then I saw that there had been an almost invisible “widow maker” crack on the 
other side which had just presented itself as a black line. Sure enough it had split along that backside line 
creating a two piece clam shell with the known crack. Once the piece was hollowed thin enough, there was 
not enough mass to keep the vessel together and it split open and flew off the lathe with force. 

Unexpected accidents can happen, and this was certainly one of those; but it didn’t put me in the hospital 
nor actually touch me at all. I was standing in a safe area, my body outside of the “red zone” (the path of 
centrifugal force) and I was wearing proper safety protection. This event absolutely was a shock and I was 
done turning for the day, but by taking proper protections even when I thought it’s safe, allowed me to 
return to turning the next day. At some point, unexpected events will happen in all our shops, it’s una-
voidable. If safety is a habit and not an afterthought, you too will hopefully walk away with a good story 
and avoid a trip to the ER. 

So now on a more upbeat note, we start two great months with excellent professional presenters and a 
hands on sawdust session. First Karen Freitas joins us on February 10th and she will demonstrate her 
“twist”. Unlike some very complicated procedures we have seen, Karen’s twist does not require a mas-
ters degree in engineering and is something most members could replicate. I’m really looking forward to 
seeing how it’s done. In March we have Rudy Lopez who will turn two very cool projects in the morning 
and then we will have a hands on sawdust session in the afternoon. Read Dave Bentley’s write-up for 
more details. This is a new concept for the club (demo and turn), hopefully there is enough interest to re-
peat it again this year.

I look forward to seeing everyone on Feb 10. 

Keep turning.
John Cobb
President
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Continued on next page

January Show and Tell

Joel Albert-
Rice Bowl

Jean-Louis Meynier-
Hollow Form

Gary Seidlitz-
Goblets

Gary Bingham-
Alder Bowl

Hugh Bevan-Thomas-
Staved Bowl

Ed Steffinger-
Lidded Boxes
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January Show and Tell
Cont.

Rick Nelson-
Segmented Bowl

Kim Wolfe-
Oak Bowl

Leland Frayseth-
Bowls

Hugh Buttrum-
Bowl

DON’T FORGET!

Bring some of that wood you have tak-
ing up space in your shop to share in our 
monthly raffle.
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Three Start Twist

Marking  
Straight or Parallel Three Start Twist

1. Turn a parallel Cylinder out of tighter grained woods such as Cherry, Maple or non figured wood between 
centers.

2. Measure the diameter of the piece. IE: 2”
3. Mark a circle every two inches leaving a space of approximately 1-1 ½” on either end.
4. Cut each line in half and mark another circle on the lathe. Now you have line every inch.

Now mark the parallel lines

1. Mark 6 equal lines the length of the cylinder. Using the indexing pins on your lathe you can easily find the 
two opposite sides. You can use a sewing cloth measuring tape to split each half into thirds. Use a set of di-
viders to verify the lines are evenly spaced.

2. Use a pencil to mark from the bottom left hand corner of the first box up to the top right hand corner of the 
same box. A straight piece of plastic from a plastic milk container will help you line up the twist lines.

3. The second line is made with a colored pencil. Every other line is either pencil (dark) or colored pencil until 
you 6 lines crossing your cylinder.

Tapered Twist

1. Turn a tapered cylinder. Measure the diameter of the largest section with calipers and mark the length the 
same as that measurement. Now measure the diameter of your second line (smaller) and mark each of the 
next lines until the end of the taper.

2. Follow the same steps as above.

Cutting your Spiral

Is your twist going to be an “outie” or rope style twist or an “inny” or traditional twist?

Outie- Cut the pencil lines.  Inny- Cut the colored line.

Continued on next page

Karen Freitas Demo Outline

Twisted Candle Stick

For this demo I will be demonstrating how to make a Three-start twisted candle stick holder. This type of twist 
can be used in many different applications but the most traditional is a twisted stair case baluster.  I have used 
a smaller version for a pen casing and it can be adapted for a hollow form.

I learned how to carve a twist from taking a class with Alan Batty and watching Stuart Mortimer, both from 
England.  I will show you the traditional way with a metal rasp (but not for very long) and my way with a carv-
ing bit. Understanding the layout and steps are the most important part but there are several steps to making 
one.

I hope I see you at the demo.
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Traditional Twist

1. You can use a Japanese hand saw to cut the colored line for your twist. I use a carbide shaping wheel to cut 
my initial line and begin the rough out process in my variable speed Micro Motor.

2. After I have cut my initial line to mark the area to be taken out. I use a long cylinder or flame saburr tooth 
bur to rough out the shape. These allow a good amount of wood to be taken out quickly and with more preci-
sion than some other methods. There are many ways to remove the waste wood but this is what I prefer.

3. Depending on the size of your twist you may opt to use a larger Saburr Tooth bit using a larger machine such 
as Mastercarver or Foredom.

4. After you have taken out most of the wood between the two outside lines but leaving the lines you move on to 
Microplane rasps. I use a round rasp determining the size by the size of your blank. The rasp will smooth and 
blend the gullet of the twist.

5. Now it’s time to sand. I have a jig I have made using a wooden handle with thin foam backing and the “hook” 
part of hook and loop Velcro. You can use any type of Velcro type sandpaper but I prefer Abranet since it is 
easy to clean out the dust.

6. After going through the array of sandpaper up to 400 you can test the smoothness of your twist by allowing 
the twist to slip between your fingers and feel for any bumps or tear out which will show up during finishing. 

Rope Twist

For this demo I will show you how to make a Two-start Rope twist using both power tools and hand 
tools. This type of twist is great for the base of a stand or using it for a candle or a smaller version in a 
pen design. You can also use this method on a hollow form or the outside of a bowl for an interesting 
effect. If you’ve never tried it, come on down and take a look.


